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ADAPTIVE FETCH GATING IN 
MULTITHREADED PROCESSORS, FETCH 

CONTROL AND METHOD OF 
CONTROLLING FETCHES 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[0001] The present invention is a divisional of US. patent 
application Ser. No. 11/928,686, (Attorney docket No. 
YOR920040167US3) entitled “ADAPTIVE FETCH GAT 
ING IN MULTITHREADED PROCESSORS, FETCH 
CONTROL AND METHOD OF CONTROLLING 
FETCHES” to Pradip Bose et al., ?led Oct. 30, 2007, and a 
continuation of alloWed US. patent application Ser. No. 
11/228,781, (Attorney docket No. YOR920040167US2) 
entitled “ADAPTIVE FETCH GATING IN MULTI 
THREADED PROCESSORS, FETCH CONTROL AND 
METHOD OF CONTROLLING FETCHES” to Pradip Bose 
et al., ?led Sep. 16, 2005, Which is a continuation of US. 
Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/610,990, entitled 
“System And Method For Adaptive Fetch Gating” to Pradip 
Bose et al., ?led Sep. 17, 2004, both of Which are incorporated 
herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 
[0003] The present invention generally relates to the multi 
threaded processors and more particularly to reducing poWer 
consumption in a Simultaneous MultiThreaded (SMT) pro 
cessor or microprocessor. 

[0004] 2. Background Description 
[0005] Semiconductor technology and chip manufacturing 
advances have resulted in a steady increase of on-chip clock 
frequencies, the number of transistors on a single chip and the 
die siZe itself. Thus, not Withstanding the decrease of chip 
supply voltage, chip poWer consumption has increased as 
Well. Both at the chip and system levels cooling and packag 
ing costs have escalated as a natural result of this increase in 
chip poWer. At the loW end for small systems (e.g., handhelds, 
portable and mobile systems), Where battery life is crucial, it 
is important to reduce net poWer consumption, Without hav 
ing performance degrade to unacceptable levels. Thus, the 
increase in microprocessor poWer consumption has become a 
major stumbling block for future performance gains. Pipelin 
ing is one approach to maximizing processor performance. 
[0006] A scalar processor fetches and issues/executes one 
instruction at a time. Each such instruction operates on scalar 
data operands. Each such operand is a single or atomic data 
value or number. Pipelining Within a scalar processor intro 
duces What is knoWn as concurrency, i.e., processing multiple 
instructions at difference pipeline stages in a given clock 
cycle, While preserving the single-issue paradigm. 
[0007] A superscalar processor can fetch, issue and execute 
multiple instructions in a given machine cycle, each in a 
different execution path or thread. Each instruction fetch, 
issue and execute path is usually pipelined for further, parallel 
concurrency. Examples of superscalar processors include the 
PoWer/PoWerPC processors from IBM Corporation, the Pen 
tium processor family from Intel Corporation, the Ultrasparc 
processors from Sun Microsystems and the Alpha processor 
and PA-RISC processors from HeWlett Packard Company 
(HP). Front-end instruction delivery (fetch and dispatch/is 
sue) accounts for a signi?cant fraction of the energy con 
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sumed in a typical state of the art dynamic superscalar pro 
cessor. For high-performance processors, such as IBM’s 
POWER4TM, the processor consumes a signi?cant portion of 
chip poWer in the instruction cache (ICACHE) during normal 
access and fetch processes. Of course, When the fetch process 
stalls, temporarily (e.g., due to instruction buffer ?ll-up, or 
cache misses), that portion of chip poWer falls off dramati 
cally, provided the fetch process is stalled also. 
[0008] Unfortunately, other factors (e.g., chip testability, 
real estate, yield) tend to force a trade of poWer for control 
simpli?cation. So, in prior generation poWer-unaWare 
designs, one may commonly ?nd processors architected to 
routinely access the ICACHE on each cycle, even When the 
fetched results may be discarded, e. g., due to stall conditions. 
Buffers and queues in such processor designs have ?xed 
siZes, and depending on the implementation, consume poWer 
at a ?xed rate, irrespective of actual cache utiliZation or Work 
load demand. For example, for a typical state of the art 
instruction fetch unit (IFU) in a typical state of the art eight 
issue superscalar processor, executing a class of commercial 
benchmark applications, only about 27% of the cycles result 
in useful fetch activity. Similarly, idle and stalled resources of 
a front-end instruction decode unit (IDU) pipe Wastes signi? 
cant poWer. Further, this front-end starvation keeps back-end 
execute pipes even more underutilized, Which impacts pro 
cessor throughput. 

[0009] By contrast, in What is knoWn as an energy-aWare 
design, the fetch and/or issue stages are architected to be 
adaptive, to accommodate Workload demand variations. 
These energy-aWare designs adjusts the fetch and/or issue 
resources to save poWer Without appreciable performance 
loss. For example, Buyuktosunoglu et al. (Buyuktosunoglu 
I), “Energy e?icient co-adaptive instruction fetch and issue,” 
Proc. Int’l. Symp. on Computer Architecture (ISCA), June 
2003 and Buyuktosunoglu et al. (Buyuktosunoglu II), 
“Tradeoffs in poWer-ef?cient issue queue design,” Proc. 
ISLPED, August 2002, both discuss such energy aWare 
designs. In particular, Buyuktosunoglu I and II focus on 
recon?guring the siZe of issue queues, in conjunction (option 
ally) With an adjustable instruction fetch rate. In another 
example, Manne et al., “Pipeline Gating: Speculation Control 
for Energy Reduction,” Proc. 25th Int’l. Symp. on Computer 
Architecture (ISCA), 1998, teaches using the processor 
branch mis-prediction rate in the instruction fetch to effec 
tively control the fetch rate for poWer and ef?ciency. Unfor 
tunately, monitoring the branch prediction accuracy requires 
additional, signi?cant and complex on-chip hardWare that 
consumes both valuable chip area and poWer. 

[0010] This problem is exacerbated in multithreaded 
machines, Where multiple instruction threads may, or may not 
be in the pipeline at any one time. For example, Karkhanis et. 
al, “Saving energy With just-in-time instruction delivery,” 
Proc. Int’l. Symp. on Low Power Electronics and Design 
(ISLPED), August 2002, teach controlling instruction fetch 
rate by keeping a count of valid, doWnstream instructions. 
Both US. Pat. No. 6,212,544 to Borkenhagen et al. (Borken 
hagen I), entitled “Altering thread priorities in a multi 
threaded processors,” and US. Pat. No. 6,567,839 to Borken 
hagen et al. (Borkenhagen II), “Thread sWitch control in a 
multithreaded processor system,” both assigned to the 
assignee of the present invention and incorporated herein by 
reference, teach designing e?icient thread scheduling control 
for boosting performance and/or reducing poWer in multi 
threaded processors. In yet another example, Seng et al. 
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“PoWer-Sensitive Multithreaded Architecture,” Proc. Inl’l. 
Confon Computer Design (ICCD) 2000, teaches an energy 
aWare multithreading design. 
[0011] State of the art commercial microprocessors (e.g. 
Intel’s NetburstTM PentiumTM IV or IBM’s POWERSTM) use 
a mode of multithreading that is commonly referred to as 
Simultaneous MultiThreading (SMT). In each processor 
cycle, a SMT processors simultaneously fetches instructions 
and/ or dispatches for different threads that populate the back 
end execution resources. Fetch gating in an SMT processor 
refers to conditionally blocking the instruction fetch process. 
Thread prioritization involves assigning priorities in the order 
of fetching instructions from a mix of different Workloads in 
a multi-threaded processor. Some of the above energy-aWare 
design approaches have been applied to SMT. For example, 
Luo et al. “Boosting SMT Performance by Speculation Con 
trol,” Proc. Inl’l. Parallel and Distributed Processing Simu 
lalion, (IPDPS), 2001, teaches improving performance in 
energy-aWare SMT processor design. Moursy et al. “Front 
End Policies for Improved Issue Ef?ciency in SMT Proces 
sors,” Proc. HPCA 2003, focuses on reducing the average 
poWer consumption in SMT processors by sacri?cing some 
performance. By contrast, Knijnenburg et al. “Branch Clas 
si?cation for SMT Fetch Gating,” Proc. MTEAC 2002 
focuses on increasing performance Without regard to com 
plexity. These energy aWare approaches require complex 
variable instruction fetch rate mechanisms and control sig 
nals necessitating signi?cant additional logic hardWare. The 
additional logic hardWare dynamically calculates complex 
utilization, prediction rates and/ or ?oW rate metrics Within the 
processor or system. HoWever, the veri?cation logic of such 
control algorithms adds overhead in complexity, area and 
poWer, that is not amenable to a loW cost, easy implementa 
tion for high performance chip designs. This overhead just 
adds to both escalating development costs and spiraling 
poWer dissipation costs. 
[0012] Unfortunately, many of these approaches have 
achieved improved performance only at the cost of increased 
processor poWer consumption. Others have reduced poWer 
consumption (or at least net energy usage) by accepting sig 
ni?cantly degraded performance. Still others have accepted 
complex variable instruction fetch rate mechanisms that 
necessitate signi?cant additional logic hardWare. 
[0013] Thus, there is a need for a processor architecture that 
minimizes poWer consumption Without impairing processor 
performance and Without requiring signi?cant control logic 
overhead or poWer. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0014] It is therefore a purpose of the invention to minimize 
processor poWer consumption; 
[0015] It is another purpose of the invention to minimize 
Simultaneous MultiThreaded (SMT) processor poWer con 
sumption; 
[0016] It is yet another purpose of the invention to mini 
mize SMT processor poWer consumption Without incurring 
signi?cant performance or area overhead. 
[0017] The present invention is related to multithreaded 
processor, fetch control for a multithreaded processor and a 
method of fetching in the multithreaded processor. Processor 
event and use (EU) signals are monitored for doWnstream 
pipeline conditions indicating pipeline execution thread 
states. Instruction cache fetches are skipped for any thread 
that is incapable of receiving fetched cache contents, e.g., 
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because the thread is full or stalled. Also, consecutive fetches 
may be selected for the same thread, e.g., on a branch mis 
predict. Thus, the processor avoids Wasting poWer on unnec 
essary or place keeper fetches. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0018] The foregoing and other objects, aspects and advan 
tages Will be better understood from the folloWing detailed 
description of a preferred embodiment of the invention With 
reference to the draWings, in Which: 
[0019] FIG. 1 shoWs a general example of Simultaneous 
MultiThreaded (SMT) architecture Wherein the front end of a 
state of the art SMT processor is optimized for minimum 
poWer consumption Without impacting performance or area 
according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 
[0020] FIG. 2 shoWs a block diagram of a more speci?c 
example of a preferred embodiment SMT processor in more 
detail that supports tWo threads in this example; 
[0021] FIGS. 3A-B shoW an example of the preferred fetch 
control, Which determines on each cycle, Whether a fetch 
from the ICACHE occurs, based on the current state of thread 
monitor and control ?ags; 
[0022] FIGS. 4A-B shoW examples of a state diagrams for 
the preferred embodiment fetch control from thread monitor 
and control ?ags. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0023] Turning noW to the draWings, and more particularly, 
FIG. 1 shoWs a general example of Simultaneous Multi 
Threaded (SMT) architecture Wherein the front end of a state 
of the art SMT processor 100 is optimized for minimum 
poWer consumption Without impacting performance or area, 
according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
The SMT processor 100, Which may be a single chip or 
multi-chip microprocessor, includes an instruction cache 
(ICACHE) 102 With a number of tasks or applications in 
cache contents from Which to select/ fetch. The ICACHE 102 
provides cached instructions for R threads that originate from 
one ofR ports 104-1, 104-2, - - - 104-R. Preferred embodi 

ment priority thread selection logic 106 selectively fetches 
and passes the contents of each of ports 104-1, 104-2, - - - 
104-R to an Instruction Fetch Unit (IFU) pipeline 108. Each 
ofthe R ports 104-1, 104-2, - - - 104-R has a ?xed maximum 

fetch bandWidth to the IFU pipeline 108 of a number of 
instructions per cycle. Thus, the preferred embodiment pri 
ority thread selection logic 106 may pass the contents from 
each port 104-1, 104-2, - - - 104-R at a rate up to that maxi 

mum With the overall bandWidth being R times that maxi 
mum. 

[0024] The IFU 108 passes instructions into T front-end 
Instruction BUFfers(IBUF),110-1,110-2, - - - 110-T, one for 

each supported machine execution thread. The preferred 
embodiment priority thread selection logic 106 also receives 
Event and Use (EU) signals or ?ags to control fetch and 
thread selection for the fetch process, determine target 
instruction buffer threads in instruction buffers 110-1, 110-2, 
- - - 110-T, as Well as order Within the threads and the number 

of instructions fetched, if any, for a given thread. Instructions 
in each instruction buffer 110-1, 110-2, - - - 110-T pass 

through a corresponding decode and dispatch unit, 112-1, 
112-2, - - - 112-T and, subsequently, emerge under control of 

dispatch-thread priority logic 114. The dispatch-thread prior 
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ity logic 114 selects instructions from various different 
threads and multiplexes the selected instructions as an input 
to a common dispatch buffer 116. This dispatch buffer 116 
issues instructions into the back-end execution pipes (not 
shoWn in this example). 

[0025] It may be shoWn that, absent preferred embodiment 
fetch control, Within an average processor cycle WindoW, the 
front-end fetch engine of this SMT processor 100 example 
accesses the ICACHE 102 much more frequently than nec 

essary and uses the instruction buffers, 110-1, 110-2, - - - 

110-T, much more than necessary. Thus, the preferred 
embodiment fetch control balances the poWer-performance 
of the front-end fetch engine of this SMT processor 100 for 
dramatically improved e?iciency. 
[0026] FIG. 2 shoWs a block diagram of a more speci?c 
example of a preferred embodiment SMT processor 120 in 
more detail, supporting tWo threads in this example. The 
ICACHE 122 has a single read port 124 to preferred fetch 
control 126. The preferred fetch control 126 selectively 
fetches instructions and forWards fetched instructions to front 
end pipeline stages 128. So, instructions exiting the front end 
pipe line stages 128 pass through multiplexor/demultiplexor 
(mux/demux) 132 and enter an Instruction BUFfer (IBUF) in 
one oftWo threads, 134-0, 134-1 ofthis example. Each thread 
passes through a number of buffer pipeline stages 136-0, 
136-1, eventually emerging from an Instruction Register (IR) 
138-0, 138-1. A multiplexer 140, selects a mix of instructions 
from the contents of the instruction registers 138-0, 138-1 to 
back end processor logic (not shoWn), e.g., to a dispatch 
group for back end execution. An Instruction Fetch Address 
Register (IFAR) 142-0, 142-1 addresses each fetched instruc 
tion. 

[0027] Thread monitor and control ?ags 144, 146, 148, 150 
determine in each clock cycle Whether the preferred fetch 
control 126 forWards an instruction from the ICACHE 122, 
that is identi?ed by one of the instruction fetch address reg 
isters 142-0, 142-1. In this example, the thread monitor and 
control ?ags include stall event ?ags (e.g., branch mis-pre 
dicts, cache misses, etc.) 144, ?oW rate mismatch ?ags 146, 
utiliZation ?ags 148 and, optionally, thread priority ?ags 150. 
The utiliZation ?ags 148 may include individual instruction 
bufferhigh Water mark controls 148-0, 148-1 that also operate 
to stall corresponding instruction buffers 134-0, 134-1, When 
ever a respective thread pipeline is full to its respective high 
Water mark. Although the utiliZation ?ags 148-0 and 148-1 
are indicated herein as tWo ?ags, each having to do With the 
instruction buffers 134-0, 134-1, this is for example only. 
Multiple utiliZation ?ags may be included as doWnstream 
utiliZation markers. For example, a high Watermark may be 
provided for various other doWnstream queues, e.g., in the 
execution back-end of the machine, that may provide addi 
tional or alternate inputs to the preferred fetch control 126. 

[0028] HoWever, for any particular cycle in the example of 
FIG. 2, When a fetch is enabled, the address in the instruction 
fetch address register, 142-0, 142-1 may simply be incre 
mented from the previous cycle, e. g., by an incrementer 152 
0, 152-1. Altemately, the address may be loaded from next 
fetch address logic 154-0, 154-1, e.g., in response to a branch. 
So, for example, the next address may depend upon an inter 
rupt, a branch instruction or Branch History Table/Branch 
Target Buffer (BHT/BTB) contents. Further, the next fetch 
address logic 154-0, 154-1 logic may be implemented using 
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any suitable such fetch address logic to generate the next 
cache address as may be appropriate for the particular appli 
cation. 

[0029] The preferred fetch control 126 infers thread stall 
states, cycle-by-cycle, from the stall ?ags 144 indicating 
selected stall events, e.g., branch mis-prediction, cache miss, 
and dispatch stall. These stall event ?ags 144 are often rou 
tinely tracked on-chip in state of the art processors, e.g., using 
performance counters, or as part of other book-keeping and 
stall management. HoWever, in accordance With a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention, the stall ?ags 144 are 
invoked as override conditions to prevent/ enable fetch- gating 
for a stalled thread, or to redirect fetches for another thread. 
Also, When a branch mis-prediction occurs in a given thread, 
the thread contents are invalid. The preferred fetch control 
126 gives that thread priority and alloWs uninhibited fetches 
at full bandWidth to ?ll up pipeline slots in the thread that are 
vacated by ?ushed instructions. 
[0030] Downstream utiliZation state ?ags 148 provide a set 
of high Watermark indicators that the preferred fetch control 
126 monitors for developing path criticalities. Thus, each 
high Watermark ?ag 148, When asserted, indicates that a 
particular queue or buffer resource is almost full. Depending 
on Whether a thread-speci?c resource or a shared resource is 

?lling, a thread selection and prioritization policy may be 
de?ned in the preferred fetch control 126 and dynamically 
adjusted to indicate When any particular resources are at or 
near capacity. Upon such an occurrence, the preferred fetch 
control 126 may invoke fetch-gating based on the falloff of 
doWnstream demand to save energy Whenever possible. 

[0031] FIGS. 3A-B shoW examples of inputs and output 
control to the preferred fetch control 126 for determining on 
each cycle, Whether a fetch from the ICACHE 122 occurs 
based on the current state of thread monitor and control ?ags 
144, 146, 148, 150, collectively, 160 in this example. Prefer 
ably, the fetch control logic 126, is a simple ?nite state 
machine, that monitors a small subset of processor utiliZation 
indicators, e.g., stall state and last thread identi?er. Thus, 
thread monitor and control ?ags 160 may include, for 
example, a branch mis-prediction indicator, a cache miss 
indicator, an execution pipeline stall indicator, a dependence 
related dispatch stall indicator, a resource-con?ict stall indi 
cator, and a pipeline ?ush-and-replay stall indicator. The 
fetch control logic 126 may include a ?nite state controller 
With tWo outputs, a fetch_gate 162 and a next_thread_id 
indicator 164. The fetch_gate 162 is a Boolean ?ag that is 
asserted Whenever gating the instruction fetch is deemed to be 
desirable. The next_thread_id indicator 164 points to the 
thread for fetching in the next cycle. A miss/ stall latch 166 
holds the last fetch identi?cation and latches the current 
thread fetch identi?cation for facilitating in determining in 
each fetch cycle, the next thread fetch identi?cation. A fetch 
gate output enables gating the contents of the ICACHE (122 
in FIG. 2) as selected by the corresponding fetch address 
register (142-0, 142-1). The inverse of the fetch gate 162, 
inverted by inverter 168 in this example, combines With a 
dispatch stall signal 170 in anAND gate 172 to provide a ?oW 
rate indicator as a ?oW mismatch ?ag 146 in FIG. 2. 

[0032] FIGS. 4A-B shoW examples of a state diagrams for 
the preferred embodiment fetch control 126 of FIGS. 2 and 
3A from thread monitor and control ?ags 160. In step 1460 of 
FIG. 4A, the ?ags 160 are checked for an indication of a ?oW 
rate mismatch. If a ?oW rate mismatch is not indicated, then in 
1462, the ?ags 160 are checked for an indication that a branch 
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mis-prediction has occurred. If the ?ags 160 do not indicate a 
branch mis-prediction either, then in 1464 the next ICACHE 
fetch is for a thread that is different than the last. However, if 
it is determined in 1460 that a ?oW rate mismatch has 
occurred, then in 1466 the ?ags 160 are checked for a Data/ 
Instruction (D/I) cache miss. If a D/I cache miss has not 
occurred, then in 1468, the ?ags 160 are checked for an 
indication that a branch mis-prediction has occurred. If the 
?ags 160 indicate that a branch mis-prediction has occurred 
in either 1462 or 1468, then in 1470, a determination is made 
of Which thread, e.g., thread 0, thread 1, or both in this 
example. If in 1470 the mis-prediction indication is: thread 0, 
then in 1472, the next thread ID is set to indicate thread 0; 
thread 1, then in 1474, the next thread ID is set to indicate 
thread 1; otherwise, both threads are indicated and in 1476, 
and the next thread ID is set to indicate that it is unde?ned. 
Also, if branch mis-prediction is determined not to have 
occurred in 1468, then, the next thread ID is unde?ned in 
1476. Since the next thread ID is unde?ned in 1476, the fetch 
gate should be enabled, and nothing should be fetched from 
either thread in the next cycle. If it is determined that a D/ I 
cache miss has occurred in 1466, then in 1478, a determina 
tion is made of Which thread, e. g., thread 0, thread 1, or both 
in this example. A determination of either thread 0, or thread 
1, results in an opposite indication of determination 1470. 

[0033] Similarly, FIG. 4B, the ?ags 160 are checked for an 
indication of that the high Water mark for one of the instruc 
tion buffers is above a selected threshold. So, for the example 
of FIG. 2, in 1480, the high Water mark is checked for instruc 
tion buffer 0. Depending on the results of that check, the high 
Water mark is checked for instruction buffer 1 in 1482 if the 
high Water mark for instruction buffer 0 is at or above that 
threshold, or in 1484 if the high Water mark for instruction 
buffer 0 is beloW the threshold. If in 1482, the high Water mark 
for instruction buffer 1 is beloW the threshold; then, in 1486 
the ?ags 160 are checked for an indication that a branch 
mis-prediction has occurred. If a branch mis-prediction has 
not occurred, then in 1488 the next thread ID is set to indicate 
that it is unde?ned; and, simultaneously, the previous thread 
ID is held (e.g., in the miss/stall latch 162 ofFIG. 3A) and the 
fetch gate is asserted. Similarly, in 1484 if the high Water 
mark for instruction buffer 1 is at or above the threshold; then, 
in 1490 the ?ags 160 are checked for an indication that a 
branch mis-prediction has occurred. If in either 1486 or 1490, 
a branch mis-prediction is found to have occurred; then in 
1492, a determination is made of Which branch, again, thread 
0, thread 1, or both in this example. If in 1492 the mis 
prediction indication is: thread 0, then in 1494, the next thread 
ID is set to indicate thread 0; thread 1, then in 1496, the next 
thread ID is set to indicate thread 1; otherWise, both threads 
are indicated and in 1498 and the next ICACHE fetch is for a 
thread that is different than the last. If in 1482, the high Water 
mark for instruction buffer 1 Was found at or above the thresh 
old, the next thread ID is set to indicate thread 1 in 1496. If in 
1484, the high Water mark for instruction buffer 1 Was found 
beloW the threshold, the next thread ID is set to indicate thread 
0 in 1494. Finally, if a branch mis-prediction is found to have 
occurred in 1490; then, the next ICACHE fetch is for a thread 
that is different than the last in 1496. Thus, using fetch control 
according to the present invention provides simple, effective 
adaptive fetch-gating for front-end thread selection and pri 
ority logic for signi?cant performance gain, and With simul 
taneous front-end poWer reduction. 
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[0034] Advantageously, the thread monitor and control 
?ags 144, 146, 148, 150 ofFIG. 2 provide a simple indication 
of a processor state that derive cache gating controls to pre 
vent unnecessary or super?uous instruction cache fetches or 
accesses. Accordingly, the preferred embodiment adaptive 
fetch-gating infers gating control from a typical set of (nor 
mally found in state of the art processor architectures) queue 
markers and event ?ags, and/or ?ags that are added or supple 
mented With insigni?cant area and timing overhead. Further, 
the present invention has application to SMT processors, 
generally, Where adaptive fetch gating may be combined 
naturally With an implicit set of poWer-aWare thread prioriti 
Zation heuristics. For single-threaded processing, application 
of the invention naturally reduces to simple, adaptive fetch 
gating. Additionally, the preferred fetch gating has applica 
tion on a cycle-by-cycle basis to determining Whether each 
fetch should proceed, and if so, from Which of a number of 
available threads. In yet another advantage, application of the 
invention to a typical state of the art processors signi?cantly 
improves processor throughput performance, While reducing 
the number of actual cache accesses and, therefore, dramati 
cally reducing energy consumption. The energy consumption 
reduction from application of the present invention may far 
exceed the reduction in execution time, thereby providing an 
overall average poWer dissipation reduction as Well. 
[0035] While the invention has been described in terms of 
preferred embodiments, those skilled in the art Will recogniZe 
that the invention can be practiced With modi?cation Within 
the spirit and scope of the appended claims. It is intended that 
all such variations and modi?cations fall Within the scope of 
the appended claims. Examples and draWings are, accord 
ingly, to be regarded as illustrative rather than restrictive. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A multithreaded processor comprising: 
an instruction cache With a plurality of cache locations; 
a thread selection and priority circuit con?gured to monitor 

processor ?ags and selectively retrieve contents of each 
of said plurality of cache locations; 

an instruction fetch unit pipeline con?gured to receive the 
selectively retrieved contents from said thread selection 
and priority circuit; and 

a plurality of instruction buffer threads, Wherein each of the 
selectively retrieved contents are passed to one of the 
instruction buffer threads through said instruction fetch 
unit pipeline, the thread selection and priority circuit 
being further con?gured to retrieve contents only for 
threads indicated by the processor ?ags as being capable 
of receiving the selectively retrieved contents. 

2. A multithreaded processor as in claim 1, Wherein said 
processor ?ags include pipeline stall ?ags, ?oW mismatch 
?ags, and utiliZation ?ags. 

3. A multithreaded processor as in claim 2, Wherein said 
processor ?ags further include thread priority ?ags. 

4. A multithreaded processor as in claim 1, Wherein said 
thread selection and priority circuit comprises an instruction 
cache fetch control circuit receiving said processor ?ags and 
determining Whether contents are fetched from said instruc 
tion cache and further selecting instruction cache contents 
being fetched. 

5. A multithreaded processor as in claim 4, Wherein said 
instruction cache fetch control circuit is a state machine. 

6. A multithreaded processor as in claim 5, Wherein said 
state machine comprises: 
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means for determining ?oW rate mismatch in said pipeline 
from said ?ags; 

means for determining Data/Instruction (D/l) cache 
misses, responsive to a ?oW rate mismatch; 

means for determining a branch mis-prediction responsive 
to said ?ags; 

means for determining a next thread responsive to said 
means for ?oW rate mismatch determination and said 
means for D/l cache miss determination; and 

means for indicating a next thread. 
7. A multithreaded processor as in claim 5, Wherein said 

state machine comprises: 
means for determining Whether each thread is at or above a 

high Water mark; 
means for determining a mis-prediction responsive to said 

means for determining a next thread responsive to said 
means for determining a mis-prediction; and 

means for indicating a next thread. 

8. A multithreaded processor as in claim 4, Wherein said 
instruction cache fetch control circuit provides a fetch gate 
signal and a thread identi?cation to said cache responsive to 
said ?ags. 

9. A multithreaded processor as in claim 8, Wherein said 
fetch gate signal is combined With a dispatch stall signal, a 
?oW rate mismatch ?ag being provided from the combina 
tion. 

10. A multithreaded processor as in claim 1, Wherein said 
multithreaded processor is a Simultaneous MultiThreaded 
(SMT) processor. 

11. An instruction fetch controller connectable betWeen an 
instruction cache and a plurality of instruction buffers, said 
instruction fetch controller comprising: 

one or more inputs, each connected to an instruction cache 
port, each input receiving instructions from one or more 
threads stored in respective instruction cache banks; 

one or more instruction outputs, each selectively providing 
one or more fetched instructions to a corresponding 

instruction buffer; and 
one or more control inputs providing receiving event and 

use (EU) signals, said EU signals selecting in any clock 
cycle Whether an instruction is fetched from the instruc 
tion cache. 

12.An instruction fetch controller as in claim 11, Where the 
EU signals further controlling fetch selection priority and the 
instruction fetch controller selects Which instructions are 
fetched in each clock cycle responsive to said EU signals 
Whenever instructions are fetched. 

13 . An instruction fetch controller as in claim 11, Where the 
EU signals are selected from the group comprising: a signal 
indicating level of a queue, a stall event indicator, a thread 
priority indicator, an information ?oW rate indicator, a status 
?ag, a pipeline stall condition indicator, a logical input indi 
cator, a function input indicator, statistical indication signal, a 
historical state signal, and a state signal. 

14. An instruction fetch controller as in claim 13, Wherein 
the stall event indicator is selected from the group compris 
ing: a branch mis-prediction indicator, a cache miss indicator, 
an execution pipeline stall indicator, a dependence-related 
dispatch stall indicator, a resource-con?ict stall indicator, and 
a pipeline ?ush-and-replay stall indicator. 

15. An instruction fetch controller as in claim 13, Wherein 
the signal indicating level of the queue is a high Watermark 
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indicator for a buffer selected from the group comprising: an 
instruction fetch buffer, a load buffer, a store buffer, and an 
issue buffer. 

16. An instruction fetch controller as in claim 11, Wherein 
one or more of the EU signals are dispatch stage thread 
priority signals. 

17. An instruction fetch controller as in claim 16, Wherein 
the dispatch stage thread priority signals are asserted by soft 
Ware. 

18. An instruction fetch controller as in claim 17, Wherein 
the dispatch stage thread priority signals are hardWare gener 
ated signals. 

19. An instruction fetch controller as in claim 16, Wherein 
the dispatch stage thread priority signals indicate an encoding 
order for considering threads in selecting cache contents and 
dispatching selected contents for execution in a given cycle. 

20. A Simultaneous MultiThreaded (SMT) processor com 
prising: 

an instruction cache With a plurality of cache locations; 
an instruction fetch unit pipeline con?gured to receive 

selectively retrieved cache contents; 
a plurality of instruction buffers, each selectively receiving 

data and instructions from said instruction fetch unit 
pipeline, Wherein said instruction fetch unit pipeline is 
betWeen said instruction cache and said plurality of 
instruction buffers, cache contents received by each of 
said plurality of instruction buffers passing through said 
instruction fetch unit pipeline to a respective instruction 
buffer; 

an plurality of instruction buffer threads, each of said plu 
rality of instruction buffer threads traversing one of said 
plurality of instruction buffers; and 

a thread selection and priority circuit monitoring event and 
use (EU) ?ag signals for an indication of ones of said 
plurality of instruction buffers being capable of receiv 
ing retrieved cache contents, said thread selection and 
priority circuit selecting cache content locations being 
fetched and retrieving said cache contents from selected 
said cache content locations for a thread traversing an 
indicated one. 

21. A SMT processor as in claim 20, Wherein said thread 
selection and priority circuit comprises an instruction cache 
fetch control circuit receiving said EU ?ags and determining 
Whether contents are fetched from said instruction cache and 
further selecting instruction said cache content locations. 

22. A SMT processor as in claim 21, Wherein said instruc 
tion cache fetch control circuit is a state machine comprising: 
means for determining ?oW rate mismatch in said pipeline 

from said EU ?ags; 
means for determining Data/Instruction (D/l) cache 

misses, responsive to a ?oW rate mismatch; 
means for determining a branch mis-prediction responsive 

to said EU ?ags; 
means for determining a next thread responsive to said 

means for ?oW rate mismatch determination and said 
means for D/l cache miss determination; and 

means for indicating a next thread. 

23. A SMT processor as in claim 21, Wherein said instruc 
tion cache fetch control circuit is a state machine comprising: 
means for determining Whether each thread is at or above a 

high Water mark; 
means for determining a mis-prediction responsive to said 
EU ?ags; 
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means for determining a next thread responsive to said 
means for determining a mis-prediction; and 

means for indicating a next thread. 

24. A SMT processor as in claim 21, Wherein said instruc 
tion cache fetch control circuit provides a fetch gate signal 
and a thread identi?cation to said cache responsive to said EU 
?ags. 
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25. A SMT processor as in claim 24, Wherein said fetch 
gate signal is combined With a dispatch stall signal, a ?oW rate 
mismatch ?ag being provided from the combination. 

26. A SMT processor as in claim 21, Wherein said EU ?ags 
include pipeline stall ?ags, ?oW mismatch ?ags, utiliZation 
?ags and thread priority ?ags. 

* * * * * 


